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HAYLE & ST IVES 

Historic environment character  

The visual and physical attributes for this Community Network Area (CNA)  have been 
broadly summarised within the Cornwall and isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study 
(CSLCS), incorporating parts of CA02, CA03 and CA04, the whole of CA05 and parts of 
CA06 and CA28. (See links at http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=19002 
)    

Reference should be made to the relevant character area descriptions; a number of 
caveats must be added, however. 

1. While the CSLCS landscape subdivisions are a reasonable assessment of the 
varying HE characteristics of the CNA, it is crucial to recognise that the historic 
landscapes of the area, apart from the core St Ives Bay area, are shared with 
neighbouring CNAs. Management decisions within these zones cannot be made 
in isolation without considering, for instance, the integrity of the hugely 
significant ancient field systems to the west of St Ives with those around 
Zennor, just as the high moors here, with tor enclosures and hillforts like 
Trencrom (within West Penwith) , must be related to the lands to the west, as 
much as those to the east that they seem to overlook.   

2. This is a CNA encapsulating very diverse landscapes - for instance, the high 
moors of the west have little to do with the conservative, rich farmlands of the 
south-eastern part of the area and will require different approaches to 
assessment and management solutions. 

3. By contrast, the division in landscape terms of Hayle from the Towans area is 
not an accurate reflection of historic relationships - the Towans are part of the 
industrial, defence-related and settlement history of the whole Hayle area, as 
related to Hayle as are the quays and causeways all round the estuary.  

4. This area is one where the natural environment and built environments are 
most interrelated, both in the estuary, across the Towans and around the Bay, 
where the dramatic views are landmarked by built structures such as Godrevy 
lighthouse, Church Towers, the Knill Monument, Trencrom or the town of St 
Ives. 

5. The coastline, despite the cliffs and extensive sandy beaches, is backed largely 
by urban expanse, industrial and quarrying remains, recreational areas 
(golf/holiday camps on the Towans). 

6. This is an area of high quality urban environments -  especially in St Ives, with 
an outstanding legacy of historic buildings and structures and streetscapes lying 
below and marching up the surrounding slopes - roofscapes are as important 
here as anywhere else in Cornwall. Hayle, although much less sympathetically 
altered over the years, retains distinctive townscape (including unique 
ornamental landscapes around Foundry), recognised as internationally 
significant because of their relationship to the WHS.  

7. Lelant, Gwithian and St Erth are historic nucleated settlements of considerable 
importance, though characterised more by vernacular buildings than the larger 
towns. Even Carbis Bay, although less well defined, has a wealth of significant 
historic buildings, and a significant grain of gardens, lanes and streetscapes set 
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amongst relict mining land and wooded cliff-land - seriously undervalued and 
unrecognised through the existing designation regimes. 

8. Less concentrated than around Penzance, there are significant historic 
ornamental landscapes associated with large houses and their wider estates to 
the west and south of Lelant/St Erth e.g. Trevethoe. 

9. While the CSLCS gives a good overview of the character of these broad areas 
greater refinement from an HE point of view is required in dealing with site 
specific proposals and issues. Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) gives a 
much finer grain of understanding and a much more focused estimation of 
archaeological potential.  

 For instance, greater emphasis should be laid on the industrial heritage 
west and south of St Ives (including within built-up areas of St Ives and 
Carbis Bay) as well as around Hayle; although not included in the WHS, it is 
related, with many individual sites and landscapes of comparative 
significance, and contains perhaps the best planned mining settlement in all 
Cornwall at Halsetown.  

 The south-eastern area (Gwinear) is unusually conservative in its surviving 
field and settlement pattern, largely of scattered hamlets and farmsteads - 
although not as spectacularly or obviously ancient as, for instance, around 
Zennor, it is nonetheless one of the areas of Cornwall least affected by 
industrial development, or consequent rationalisation of farmland. It 
remains a relatively unexplored and understudied area, with extremely high 
archaeological potential based on the long time-depth associated with such 
Anciently Enclosed Land (and with pockets of industrial remains). 

 The extreme east of the area, along the Red River valley, is likewise as 
important for its industrial heritage as for its remarkable archaeological 
potential (an area full of prehistoric, Romano-British, early medieval 
remains and associations). 

10.Transport and communication by sea and land is a major theme with important 
HE assets, particularly in and around the Hayle estuary; the railway and the 
A30, have cut across the historic grain and created sometimes dramatic 
structures and opened new and dramatic views, themselves become part of the 
experience of the historic environment locally 

Evidence base 

 Conservation Area Appraisals/Statements – Hayle (draft), Halsetown 

 Conservation Area Management Plan – Hayle (draft) 

 Extensive Urban Surveys - Hayle, St Ives. A link to these can be found at 
http://www.historic-cornwall.org.uk/  

 Other Urban studies - Hayle Historic assessment 

 World Heritage Site Management Plan 2005-10 (Hayle and a small part of 
Tregonning) See link at  http://www.cornish-mining.org.uk/pdf/downloads.htm 

 AONB Management Plan See link at http://www.cornwall-
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aonb.gov.uk/management-plan/climate-change-and-energy.html 

 Estuary and Towans studies: Estuary Audit, Upton Towans Explosives, Gwithian 
Assessment . For further information contact The Cornwall & Scilly Historic 
Environment Record which contains details of over 50,000 archaeological and 
historical sites, monuments, buildings, artefacts and landscapes. It can now be 
searched online via  the Heritage Gateway   For further information see 
http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=8528  Many reports can be 
accessed as grey literature through the CC Intranet mapping pages and through 
the mapping link at http://www.historic-cornwall.org.uk/  

 West Penwith National Trust Surveys: many NT properties have received 
detailed archaeological and landscape surveys 

 West Penwith Scheduled monument management Surveys: many designated 
sites have been survey as part of an ongoing programme of management 
works. For further information contact The Cornwall & Scilly Historic 
Environment Record  Many reports can be accessed as grey literature through 
the CC Intranet mapping pages and through the mapping link at 
http://www.historic-cornwall.org.uk/  

 HEATH Project: Goon, hal, cliff and croft: the archaeology and landscape history 
of west Cornwall’s rough ground by Peter Dudley & Managing the historic 
environment on west Cornwall’s rough ground. by Graeme Kirkham 

 Historic Landscape Characterisation. See link at 
http://www.cornwall.gov.uk/default.aspx?page=22352 

Gaps in evidence 

Generally the south-eastern half of the area is very understudied; this increases the 
importance of considering Historic Landscape Characterisation (Historic Landscape 
Characterisation) revisions which give a better understanding of historic landscape 
and archaeological potential in these more complex, conservative farmland areas. 

Threats 

 Sea level rise affecting the quays and harbours, especially in Hayle estuary; 

 development pressures, particularly in Hayle around the harbour (WHS 
identified as key sensitive area) 

 Capacity issues in St Ives- under pressure from its own success 

 Impact of A30 corridor - focus of uncoordinated development so far poorly 
related to surrounding landscapes and historic environment, not reflecting 
traditional settlement patterns and intruding into and across historic 
communication patterns. 

Major Heritage at Risk  

 Loggans Mill 

 Hayle harbour 

 Outer areas of settlements not covered by conservation areas -(St Ives; Carbis 
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Bay) 

 Churches and chapels  

Projects 

 Hayle Foundry phase 3 

 West Penwith Monograph (National Trust, English Heritage funded) – a project 
bringing the results of 30 years of archaeological fieldwork to publication. 

 Discovering the Extraordinary World Heritage Project 

Proposed projects depending on resources 

 Higher Level Stewardship schemes targeted at old ESA area 

 West Penwith HLF landscape grant scheme 

 History and survival of quarries and quarrying in area; Red River Valley; the 
Towans 

 Maritime history – ports and harbours; particularity the wider Hayle estuary and 
St Ives 

 Maritime Coastal zone  work - wrecks, trade, infrastructure, paleo-
environmental remains - all need expanded evidence base. 

 Historic Landscape Characterisation HLC revision - especially in Gwinear area of 
AEL 

 Garden/ornamental landscape studies & management plans 

 Council owned highway heritage assets 

 Cornish Character project to look at heritage assets and local distinctiveness 

  

 

 

 

 


